NEW YEAR'S evolutions
Bonnie Gokson is back with a classy new concept that will change the way you wine, dine and recline. The style icon tells Olivia Toth why true sophistication begins right at home.
Bonnie Gokson
IS IN HER ELEMENT. A BARE CONCRETE ROOM with the wiring exposed, floor-to-ceiling windows, and very little else. This stark blank canvas is the backdrop for Gokson's latest project, which comes after
a two-year sabbatical. When it opens after Chinese New Year, this austere grey shell on the 25th floor of the Prince's Building will be her new restaurant, bar and cake shop, SEWA. Pronounced "savour,"
to flavour, to taste, it originates from the Sanskrit word seva - the core of service, one's highest offering - and the name is a nod to Gokson's spiritual and hospitality roots. "Isn't life about savouring... to
savour the moment and enjoy each and every minute?" Gokson says rhetorically. She has certainly lived by this mantra, returning to Hong Kong after having travelled the world to recharge those
egendary batteries.
Gokson has an innate understanding of what works and what doesn't. "Her keen eye has developed with her extensive global travels and, after witnessing first hand the best of the best in international
design, she is able to quickly decipher between that which is classic and that which is faddish," says friend and former editor of Vogue Living and Vogue Entertaining and Travel, Sharyn Storrier Lyneham.
Of the process of designing the graphics for SEVVA'S menus and literature with Gokson, Storrier Lyneham says, "Her enthusiasm and high standards mean we only ever develop the strongest ideas."
DESPITE BEING EVERY bit the global citizen, her Oriental mores are unmistakable. "In the East, the ritual of eating is a culture in itself," she says. "Food is not merely viewed as essential to life but it is also
the signifier of the human spirit." As Moses says, when Gokson does a restaurant it "isn't just a place to eat." Reflecting on Hong Kong's social fabric and the way food is consumed here is also key to the
SEVVA philosophy. It's more of a "five, small and delicious meals-a-day" approach to dining culture, according to Tsao, accented by the joys of luxurious comfort food. 'There's many more ways of
communion through food beyond just breakfast, lunch and dinner."
Growing up surrounded by the family's retail empire provided a natural grounding in fashion, the visual arts and entertaining. Gokson's natural role as an arbitrator of taste was cemented: "I had training
n my earlier days, from fashion buying, marketing and visual merchandising to store window designs, and have had extensive exposure to the best of the best in this field. Even if it's a tiny project, I
devote my energy 200 per cent."
Walking through the daylight flooded site at the Prince's Building, Gokson points to the area where SEVVA's "Taste Bar" will be, its cake shop, lounge areas for sofa seating, and a spectacular outdoor
terrace with sweeping, 360-degree views of Central. "Everyone says it's unheard of, no matter even if they're the largest landlord. There's nowhere that is more in the heart of prime Central than this,"
she says with alacrity.
Reinforcing the concept that entering SEVVA is like stepping into a stylishly informal, comfortable, chic home, Gokson has even parlayed her love of music into the mix. Known for her knack for talent
spotting, as well as an ear for mixing music, Gokson has even conceived of a music room for SEVVA. "With lots of different acts changing all the time.
The sabbatical also gave Gokson the inspiration for the first of a string of new ventures. It's a veritable walk in the park for the woman who has launched over 40 stores, cafes and restaurants in her
llustrious career.
It was during her quest for the ultimate boutique hotel venue, which she found in Cannes, that Gokson discovered her latest calling. "Some friends persuaded me to drop the hotel idea and just bring
back similar concepts like I did for Joyce," she says, referring to the unforgettable Joyce Cafe that she masterminded in four countries under the umbrella of sister Joyce Ma's fashion empire. "They
mentioned how wasted I would be if I continued my carefree lifestyle and did nothing," Gokson muses. One wonders if she is referring as much to her own thought processes as to the coterie of pals that
wanted to ensure her flair and creativity didn't escape Hong Kong. "After much encouragement, I told myself “Okay, but only if the venue was good enough and sizeable enough to make it all worthwhile.
We went site-spotting and when I checked with Hong Kong Land on vacancies in their prime Central spaces, the penthouse of Prince's Building came about."
Thankfully, some close friends persuaded Gokson to come on board for the launch of SEVVA. Her involvement has been exhaustive, from the architectural conceptualization process, through to the
nteriors, staff uniforms, crockery and tableware, artwork, stationary, menus and training. With an approach that's more Terrance Conran than Martha Stewart, she has brought in New York architect
Calvin Tsao of Calvin Tsao & McKown Architects - creator of New York's Cipriani Residences among a host of landmark projects. It's a coup of which she's particularly proud. "I am so glad he agreed to help
us on this most challenging site, as it was a nightmare to get it right because of the original building structure," Gokson says of the constraints of turning the 1960s penthouse into a commercial space.
"Then there's my great dedicated local team of architects, Team HC, who worked days and nights with me on this," she credits.
A family friend for almost 20 years, Tsao highlights the role of food as a philosophy, and a way of life for Gokson. "This is really an expression of Bonnie, her lifelong search for perfection and her view of
food as communion and food as a social event."
Tsao gave Gokson the inspiration for the restaurant's name. "When Bonnie was talking about a restaurant with multiple concepts - grazing, light meals, in-between eating - both Joyce and Bonnie were
nvolved with yoga. The Prince's Building penthouse is like a studio space, so I said 'We've come full circle, it's like perfecting seva.' and she said “That's it!"'
Tsao admits that, despite the plethora of talented individuals involved in the project, egos have been left at the door. "We're friends and you cannot replace years of intimacy with architectural bravura."
Another close personal friend and collaborator is Rebecca Moses. Based in Milan, the New York designer and Gokson forged a firm friendship when she was based in Hong Kong in the '80s. Currently
writing a book on style while developing a lifestyle business based on her philosophies, Moses says the process of consulting on the clothing and style of SEVVA's staff was a natural one. "When Bonnie
approached me on the concept it worked perfectly with where my head is at today," says Moses. "Being the great hostess and style maker that she is, Bonnie naturally raises the standard of work, taste
and style to another level. Anyone who works near Bonnie has to push the creative envelope."
GROWING UP IN A FAMILY environment where entertaining was the norm goes a long way to explaining Gokson's flair. "This gave me a head start in training from childhood, so it does seem sometimes
quite effortless and natural for me," she admits. "My grandmother was an Australian-born Chinese thus, growing up, our chefs at home were known for their Western as well as Chinese cooking skills.
Then my mother is a Shanghainese - super meticulous with every ingredient and a fabulous cook. I've learnt a lot from grandmas, aunts, amahs and chefs and had been exposed to many cuisines." Gokson
slates SEVVA's menu as representative of "the DNA of Hong Kong, which combines the tradition of Western, fine European dining, home cooking from regional Chinese cuisines and street food."
Underpinning this is the ambience, "An integration of East and West, masculine and feminine, everyday versus ceremonial, and casual versus formal - to bring the refinement and nuances that are unique
to Hong Kong."
TSAO AND GOKSON CATCH up for culinary shenanigans around the world: "We'll up the ante and meet up in Shanghai, Paris, London or New York to eat," says Tsao. "We'll go out to the [New York]
borough of Queen's to find the best Italian restaurant where they do cannelloni. Or we'll go to the East Village to Momofuku and the chef will come out and we'll talk shop, like 'How did you get the meat
so juicy and tender?'" "Ultimately," he says of Gokson, "She is so porous and so absorbent. It's a deep pleasure to work with her, and my frustration is that I can only act as a shoulder to lean on, an
advisor, a taskmaster."
Gokson thrives on having her hands full. While she describes SEVVA as "my baby," close friend and Sun Hung Kai Properties chairman Walter Kwok was keen to enlist her talents for his own mega
projects. The role of director of design, arts and style (aka "Overall Eye") for the development of the W Hotels and Ritz-Carlton Hotels in Hong Kong and Shanghai beckoned. "I came in at a very late
stage," she says demurely. Gokson's involvement includes the Ritz-Carton, Hong Kong, which is set to open in 2010 atop the world's third tallest building, the International Commerce Centre (ICC), and W
Hong Kong, which opens this summer. Gokson explains of her ability to visualize and execute style, "I am able to spot a diamond out of a pool of rough stones and can visualize a scenario or creation
mmediately in my mind. It excites me to know almost exactly how it's going to be later."
Gokson's return to form has coincided with sister Joyce Ma's exit from the Joyce empire and she credits this new phase of the family to life's natural ebb and flow: "Would you want to be working
forever?" she says, smiling protectively. "She's earned the right to enjoy life beyond the catwalk." The sisters remain fiercely close and Gokson credits Ma as being "the one who has guided me
throughout my life." Balancing personal life with her all-consuming work is another priority. "I don't want to get myself into a rut and lose my life. That's why I have to choose my projects well. I'm like a
ittle octopus with many hands," she gesticulates.
Despite the demands on her talent and her time, Gokson remains refreshingly sanguine. "Look around you - it's all big establishments, very posh, very whatever," she says of SEVVA's neighboring
competition. "This is going to be a very humble place. We have no huge chandeliers or anything like that." Then, giggling, she flashes that million-dollar smile and adds, "Apart from a 1950s Vennini
Murano glass chandelier we bought in Rome."
IN THE MOOD
ASIDE FROM BEING A STYLE MAVEN and creatrice extraordinaire, Bonnie Gokson's musical tastes nave earned her a separate, dedicated fan base. From former Joyce shoppers and diners at Joyce Cafe, to
isteners of the three-hour, Sunday-night radio show she used to host on FM Select Radio, Gokson's compilations forged her reputation as a DJ in her own right. Gokson references the library of global CDs
that she has amassed on her travels, from London to New York, St Tropez, Paris, and Sydney. “I have a few thousand treasured CDs,” she says. "One thing I collect is very rare finds and renditions of great
songs."
Much like her sartorial choices, Gokson's musical tastes are rich and varied. "From classical to New Age jazz in all its forms, Latin beats, R&B, soft rock, I love them all. I would say American. British, Latin,
and Portuguese music have influenced my life most." To tap into this vault of knowledge, Hong Kong Tatler asked Gokson to create the ideal music for the following scenarios. After all, says Gokson:
"What's life without music?"
THE BIRTHDAY PARTY "I might choose one of the best and oldest versions of Carly Simon singing Happy Birthday. It's distinct and hardest to find. Then I may also choose I'm Gad There Is You from Carmen
McRae or Vanessa Rubin, or many other versions."
THE DINNER PARTY “I'm a jazz/bossa nova and R&B fan, so it would be mainly that for dinner parties. Lots of 'jazzanova' blue-note types and vocals from Silje Nergaard, Lisa Ekdahl, and Vince Jones, to
Michael Buble, Ella Fitzgerald or Sarah Vaughan.”
THE ROOFTOP PARTY “Try George Benson and Al Jarreau's Breezin' or Toco's Outro Lugar mixed in with some Latin lounge or electrochord jazz tunes.
THE COSY NIGHT IN "Bach's Flute Sonatas, Earl Klug's guitar solos or the beautiful arias of Filippa Giordano.”
THE ROMANTIC DINNER "For hot nights and for those lingering moments: Chris Botti's What'll I Do?, Aaliyah's ever-so-sexy At Your Best (You Are Love), Paul Gonsalves' cool sax blow of Over The Rainbow,
Will Downing and Gerald Albright's Pleasures of the Night and the classic, sexiest tune: Gato Babieri's Europa."

